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ClearRevise OCR GCSE Computer Science J277
Build your knowledge of economics and understand its impact beyond the classroom with this brand new textbook,
produced by the leading Economics publisher and OCR's publishing partner. - Develop knowledge with clear explanations in
every chapter, end-of-chapter summaries and key terms highlighted for on-going revision - Understand economics in
context with up-to-date examples of economic challenges on a local, national and global level - Extend your learning and
develop critical skills with engaging stretch and challenge tasks - Prepare for exams with plenty of practice questions and
activities that improve your critical thinking skills

GCSE English for OCR
Handbook to accompany the students' anthology of prose and verse extracts with questions, glossaries and end vocabulary
to provide motivation and well-supported resource for the Prose and Literature OCR examinations.
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OCR GCSE English Language: Student Book 2: Assessment preparation for Component 01 and
Component 02
Exam Board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: RS First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018 Motivate every student to
deepen their understanding and fulfil their potential by following a stimulating, well-paced course through the strengthened
content requirements; produced by subject specialists and OCR's Publishing Partner. - Equips students with the detailed
knowledge they need to succeed with clear, lively explanations that make key concepts accessible to all ability levels. Provides opportunities for students to learn, review and develop their knowledge and skills through a variety of engaging
activities, discussion points and extension tasks to stretch high achievers. - Ensures that your lessons are both innovative
and inclusive, supplying a bank of tasks that draw on best practice teaching methods. - Encourages students to take an
active interest in every topic, using relevant news articles, real-life viewpoints and quotations from sacred texts to bring
religious principles and practices to life. - Boosts students' confidence approaching assessment via practice questions and
guidance on tackling different question types. - Enables you to teach the systematic study content confidently with
comprehensive coverage of Christianity and Islam. OCR GCSE RS Spec Content covered: Christianity - Beliefs and teachings
- Practices Islam - Beliefs and teachings - Practices Religion, philosophy and ethics in the modern world from a Christian
perspective - Relationships and families - The existence of God - Religion, peace and conflict - Dialogue between religious
and non-religious beliefs and attitudes - Covers the short course content.

OCR GCSE Computer Science (9-1) J277
Latin Beyond GCSE covers all the linguistic requirements for the OCR AS and A Level in Latin. It aims to bring students to a
point where they can tackle original Latin texts with confidence. Although designed as a continuation of Latin to GCSE, it is
self-contained and can be used independently. This new edition is brought in line with the new OCR specifications and
benefits from a completely redesigned layout, with added colour and images. The answer key is available on a companion
website. The first part of the book introduces new constructions and the translation of sentences from English to Latin, with
reading passages at AS standard. The next sections provide translation and comprehension passages at AS and A-level,
including verse unseens, scansion, and a list of 300 common poetic words. Next come longer unadapted extracts from a
range of authors. Finally there is a reference section including a summary of all constructions, a comprehensive grammar,
and a general vocabulary of about 1200 Latin words.

OCR GCSE (9-1) Religious Studies
The aim of this book is to provide an accessible text for students, covering each of the elements in the OCR GCSE (9-1)
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Computer Science specification J276. It will be invaluable both as a course text and in revision for students nearing the end
of the course. It is divided into eight sections, each broken down into manageable chapters of roughly one lesson. Sections
5 and 6 of the textbook cover algorithms and programming concepts with a theoretical approach to provide students with
experience of writing, tracing and debugging pseudocode solutions without the aid of a computer. These sections would
complement practical programming experience. Each of the eight sections cover one of the major topics in this course, and
each subtopic contains sample examination questions from past papers, which can be set as homework.

OCR GCSE History Explaining the Modern World: Modern World History Period and Depth
Studies
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full
coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning
and fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate
mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a
variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also
available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.

Greek to GCSE: Part 2
Through a skills-based and Assessment Objective-focused approach, this Student Book develops the skills on which
students will be assessed in the exam papers. The book provides a thorough preparation for students of all abilities for each
Component of the GCSE course.

OCR GCSE (9-1) Economics
Exam Board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: Food Preparation & Nutrition First Teaching: September 2016 First Exam: June 2018
Endorsed for OCR. Develop your students' knowledge and understanding of food and nutrition, improve their practical food
preparation and cooking skills and prepare them for assessment with this book for the 2016 OCR Food Preparation and
Nutrition GCSE. - Explains all food and nutrition concepts clearly, including simple definitions of key words - Helps students
to apply their knowledge and understanding with engaging practical activities throughout, including photographs to
illustrate all of the key techniques - Differentiates with stretch and challenge activities to ensure progression and to
challenge more able learners - Prepares students for assessment with clear guidance on the Food Investigation and Food
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Preparation assessments, as well as advice and practice questions to help them prepare for the written exam

OCR GCSE English Language: Book 1: Developing the skills for Component 01 and Component
02
Student Book 2 provides guidance and activities, in the context of the Component 01 and Component 02 exam questions,
on how to improve reading and writing skills. With the types of texts that students will face in the exams, in-context SPAG
support and regular opportunities to monitor progress, this book aims to improve exam performance.

GCSE Mathematics for OCR Foundation Student Book
THE STORY: The action of the play occurs in an English industrial city, where a young girl commits suicide and an eminently
respectable British family is subject to a routine inquiry in connection with the death. An inspector calls to interrogate t

Latin Beyond GCSE
Developed in partnership with OCR, OCR GCSE English Language offers teachers and students a fresh approach to the 2015
OCR GCSE English Language specification. Using a thematic approach, this Student Book combines skills development with
exam preparation and supports students of all abilities.

A Moment of War
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE English Language qualifications. Approved
for the AQA GCSE English Language 2015 specification, this print Student Book is designed for students targeting Grades 1
to 5 and above. Featuring a wide range of 19th-, 20th- and 21st-century texts, this resource has spelling, punctuation and
grammar support integrated throughout. It also contains assessment tests and in-depth exam preparation, including two
full practice papers. See also our Progress print and digital pack, which comprises a Progress print Student Book, a Writing
Workshop print Student book, enhanced digital editions of each and free Teacher's Resources.

A Life in Questions
News, views and hilarious stories from the legend of Newsnight and long-standing quiz master of University Challenge.
‘Bursting with good things’ Daily Telegraph
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A Shilling Cookery for the People
A group of teenagers do something bad, really bad, then panic and cover the whole thing up. But when they find that the
cover-up unites them and brings harmony to their otherwise fractious lives, where’s the incentive to put things right? DNA
is a poignant and, sometimes, hilarious tale with a very dark heart. A contemporary play for younger people, DNA opened at
the National Theatre in February 2008

Latin to GCSE
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Written for the
AQA GCSE Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from 2015, our Homework Book is an ideal
companion to the AQA Foundation tier Student Book and can be used as a standalone resource. With exercises that
correspond to each section of the Student Book, it offers a wealth of additional questions for practice and consolidation. Our
Homework Books contain a breadth and depth of questions covering a variety of skills, including problem-solving and
mathematical reasoning, as well as extensive drill questions. Answers to all questions are available free on the Cambridge
University Press UK Schools website.

GCSE Information and Communication Technology for OCR Specification B
An OCR endorsed textbook Trust Ben Walsh to guide you through the new specification and motivate your students to excel
with his trademark mix of engaging narrative and fascinating contemporary sources; brought to you by the market-leading
History publisher and OCR's Publishing Partner for History. - Skilfully steers you through the increased content requirements
and changed assessment model with a comprehensive, appropriately-paced course created by bestselling author Ben
Walsh and a team of subject specialists - Deepens subject knowledge through clear, evocative explanations that make
complex content accessible to GCSE candidates - Progressively builds students' enquiry, interpretative and analytical skills
with carefully designed Focus Tasks throughout each chapter - Prepares students for the demands of terminal assessment
with helpful tips, practice questions and targeted advice on how to approach and successfully answer different question
types - Captures learners' interest by offering a wealth of original, thought-provoking source material that brings historical
periods to life and enhances understanding This single core text contains the International Relations period study and three
non-British depth studies: - Germany 1925-1955 - The USA 1919-1948 - The USA 1945-1974

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
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This text aims to prepare students for New CLAIT and CLAIT plus, whilst simulataneously providing useful skills and
questions to test learning and reinforce understanding. The use of ICT is examined in five business areas in a way to
provide background knowledge needed for cases study and exams.

GCSE English Language for AQA Progress Student Book
Exam board: OCR (Specification B, SHP) Level: GCSE (9-1) Subject: History First teaching: September 2016 First exams:
Summer 2018 An OCR endorsed textbook. Help more students access the content for OCR GCSE History B (SHP) with this
Foundation Edition, designed to work alongside the mainstream textbook for effective co-teaching in the same class.
Covering The Making of America 1789-1900, this book: - Follows the same structure and page numbers as the mainstream
textbook so that students of all abilities can explore the same enquiries - Simplifies and reduces the text on each page,
using carefully-controlled vocabulary and clear explanations of key terms - Focuses on the key points that students need to
understand and includes new content summaries at the end of each enquiry to reinforce learning - Offers full support for
the student tasks, using a wide range of scaffolding to make the tasks accessible and achievable - Provides specific
assessment guidance and develops the historical thinking skills required for success at GCSE Reading level measured and
verified by MetaMetrics using the Lexile Framework for Reading

GCSE Latin Anthology for OCR Teacher's Handbook
“A perfect book”—and basis for the Maggie Smith film—about a teacher who makes a lasting impression on her female
students in the years before World War II (Chicago Tribune). “Give me a girl at an impressionable age, and she is mine for
life!” So asserts Jean Brodie, a magnetic, dubious, and sometimes comic teacher at the conservative Marcia Blaine School
for Girls in Edinburgh. Brodie selects six favorite pupils to mold—and she doesn’t stop with just their intellectual lives. She
has a plan for them all, including how they will live, whom they will love, and what sacrifices they will make to uphold her
ideals. When the girls reach adulthood and begin to find their own destinies, Jean Brodie’s indelible imprint is a gift to some,
and a curse to others. The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie is Spark’s masterpiece, a novel that offers one of twentieth-century
English literature’s most iconic and complex characters—a woman at once admirable and sinister, benevolent and
conniving. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Muriel Spark including rare photos and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s archive at the National Library of Scotland.

OCR Business Studies for GCSE
This book prepares students and teachers for the requirements of the 2015 OCR A Level English Language specification.
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Structured and written to develop the skills on which students will be assessed in the exams and coursework, students of all
abilities, through the source texts, book features and approach, will be able to make clear progress. The book offers
students the opportunity to build on skills acquired at GCSE, extending them into their A Level course, ensuring that they
are fully prepared for the assessment requirements of the qualifications and that students become successful, independent
all-round learners. This brand new book includes the latest thinking and research thus maintaining relevance and instilling
confidence in the resource. Whether students are taking AS or A Level OCR English Language, this resource offers guidance
and activities to help all students achieve their potential.

OCR GCSE (9–1) History B (SHP) Foundation Edition: The Norman Conquest 1065–1087
Exam board: OCR Level: GCSE Subject: Psychology First teaching: September 2016 First exams: Summer 2018 Target
success in OCR GCSE Psychology with this proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen
and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes, every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme
using the topic-by-topic planner. - Consolidate subject knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage. Test understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers. - Improve exam
technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid. - Get exam ready with extra
quick quizzes and answers to the practice questions available online.

DNA
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2016 GCSE Computer Science qualifications. Written for
the OCR GCSE Computer Science specification for first teaching from 2016, this print Student Book uses an exciting and
engaging approach to help students build their knowledge and master underlying computing principles and concepts.
Designed to develop computational thinking, programming and problem-solving skills, this resource includes challenges
that build on learning objectives, and real-life examples that demonstrate how computer science relates to everyday life.
Remember features act as revision references for students and key mathematical skills relevant to computer science are
highlighted throughout. A digital Cambridge Elevate-enhanced Edition and a free digital Teacher's Resource are also
available.

OCR AS and A Level English Language
An OCR endorsed textbook. Association for Citizenship Teaching Quality Mark resource. Encourage students of all abilities to
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develop an enthusiastic interest in contemporary UK society with knowledge-boosting activities and assessment support for
the changed content and assessment criteria; produced by the leading Citizenship publisher and OCR's Publishing Partner. Equip students with the knowledge and skills they need to fulfil their potential by working through a variety of
developmental activities that are suitable for all ability levels - Provide opportunities for students to learn and practise the
research, analytical, interpretative and evaluative skills required under the 2016 specification - Bring the key issues and
concepts in Citizenship Studies to life using a bank of real-life case studies to enrich students' learning experience - Build
students' confidence approaching assessment with targeted assessment preparation, guidance on crafting successful
responses and practice questions that include plenty of source analysis tasks - Deliver high-quality lessons that meet the
differing needs of your students, following an engaging teaching pathway created by a skilled teacher with extensive
examining experience

GCSE Computer Science for OCR Student Book
Student Book 2 provides guidance and activities, in the context of the Component 01 and Component 02 exam questions,
on how to improve reading and writing skills. With the types of texts that students will face in the exams, in-context SPAG
support and regular opportunities to monitor progress, this book aims to improve exam performance.

OCR GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
Edexcel GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of
the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it
helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate mathematically.
Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a variety of contexts.
GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as a
free Teacher's Resource, Problem-solving Books and Homework Books.

Get It Right: KS3; 11-14: Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Answer Book 3
First written in response to a JACT survey of over 100 schools, and now endorsed by OCR, this textbook has become a
standard resource for students in the UK and for readers across the world who are looking for a clear and thorough
introduction to the language of the ancient Greeks. Revised throughout and enhanced by coloured artwork and text
features, this edition will support the new OCR specification for Classical Greek (first teaching 2016). Part 1 covers the
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basics, whilst Part 2 introduces a wider range of grammatical forms and constructions, with a vocabulary of 435 words and
reading material from Socrates and the Sophists to the world of myth, and finally to extended passages of lightly adapted
Herodotus. Practice passages, exam papers and revision sentences for GCSE complete Part 2, which has a reference section
covering the whole course. Written by a long-time school teacher and examiner, this two-part course is based on
experience of what pupils find difficult, concentrating on the essentials and on the understanding of principles in both
accidence and syntax: minor irregularities are postponed and subordinated so that the need for rote learning is reduced. It
aims to be user-friendly, but also to give pupils a firm foundation for further study.

Playwriting Across The Curriculum
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the
OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage
of the new GCSE Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and
fluency, it helps students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate
mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a
variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource incorporating progression tracking - is also
available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's Resource.

GCSE Mathematics for Edexcel Higher Student Book
Get It Right: Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Workbook 3 provides accessible spelling, punctuation and grammar
practice for 11-14 year old students. This Answer Book provides answers for activities in Get It Right: Spelling, Punctuation
and Grammar Workbook 3.

OCR GCSE History SHP: The Norman Conquest 1065-1087
First Published in 2012. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE (9-1) Psychology
A companion to Bloomsbury's popular two-volume Greek to GCSE, this is the first course for Latin students that directly
reflects the curriculum in a clear, concise and accessible way. Enhanced by colour artwork and text features, the books
support the new OCR specification for Latin (first teaching 2016) as well as meeting the needs of later students, both at
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university and beyond. Written by two experienced school teachers, one also an examiner, the course is based on a keen
understanding of what pupils find difficult, concentrating on the essentials and on the explanation of principles in both
accidence and syntax: minor irregularities are postponed and subordinated so that the need for rote learning is reduced.
User-friendly, it also gives pupils a firm foundation for further study. Part 1 covers the basics and is self-contained, with its
own reference section. It outlines the main declensions, a range of active tenses and a vocabulary of 275 Latin words to be
learned. Pupil confidence is built up by constant consolidation of the material covered. After the preliminaries, each chapter
concentrates on stories with one source or subject: the Fall of Troy, the journeys of Aeneas, the founding of Rome and the
early kings, providing an excellent introduction to Roman culture alongside the language study.

OCR Gcse (9-1) Computer Science
GCSE English Language for OCR is the most comprehensive and accessible endorsed support package for the 2010 OCR
GCSE English Language curriculum. This OxBox offers resources and planning materials to support the Student Book and
Teacher Guide.

GCSE English Language for OCR OxBox CD-ROM
This book is tailored to the OCR English GCSE specification so you can be sure all aspects are covered.

An Inspector Calls
GCSE Mathematics for AQA Foundation Homework Book
A memoir of the Spanish Civil War with “the plainness of Orwell but the metaphorical soaring of a poem . . . An
extraordinary book” (The New York Times Book Review). In December 1937 I crossed the Pyrenees from France—two days
on foot through the snow. I don’t know why I chose December; it was just one of a number of idiocies I committed at the
time. Such was Laurie Lee’s entry into the Spanish Civil War. Six months after the Nationalist uprising forced him to leave
the country he had grown to love, he returned to offer his life for the Republican cause. It seemed as simple as knocking on
a farmhouse door in the middle of the night and declaring himself ready to fight. It would not be the last time he was almost
executed for being a spy. In that bitter winter in a divided Spain, Lee’s youthful idealism came face to face with the reality
of war. The International Brigade he sought to join was not a gallant fighting force, but a collection of misfits without proper
leadership or purpose. Boredom and bad food and false alarms were as much a part of the experience of war as actual
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battle. And when the decisive moment finally came—the moment of him or the enemy—it left Lee feeling the very opposite
of heroic. The final volume in Laurie Lee’s acclaimed autobiographical trilogy—preceded by Cider with Rosie and As I
Walked Out One Midsummer Morning—is a clear-eyed and vital snapshot of a young man, and a proud nation, at a historic
crossroads.

Journey to the Ants
An OCR endorsed textbook Let SHP successfully steer you through the new specification with an exciting, enquiry-based
series that invigorates teaching and learning; combining best practice principles and worthwhile tasks to develop students'
high-level historical knowledge and skills. - Tackle unfamiliar topics from the broadened curriculum with confidence: the
engaging, accessible text covers the content you need for teacher-led lessons and independent study - Ease the transition
to GCSE: step-by-step enquiries inspired by best practice in KS3 help to simplify lesson planning and ensure continuous
progression within and across units - Build the knowledge and understanding students need to succeed: the scaffolded
three-part task structure enables students to record, reflect on and review their learning - Boost student performance
across the board: suitably challenging tasks encourage high achievers to excel at GCSE while clear explanations make key
concepts accessible to all - Rediscover your enthusiasm for source work: a range of purposeful, intriguing visual and written
source material is embedded at the heart of each investigation to enhance understanding - Develop students' sense of
period: the visually stimulating text design uses memorable case studies, diagrams, infographics and contemporary photos
to bring fascinating events and people to life

OCR Gcse English Language Student Book 2
he aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive and accessible text for students, covering Papers 1 and 2 in the latest
OCR GCSE J277 Computer Science specification. It will be invaluable as a course text for students throughout the course. It
is divided into eight sections, each broken down into manageable chapters of roughly one lesson. Sections 6 and 7 of the
textbook cover algorithms and programming fundamentals with a theoretical approach to provide students with experience
of writing, tracing and debugging pseudocode solutions without the aid of a computer. These sections would complement
practical programming experience. Each of the eight sections cover one of the major topics in this course, and each
subtopic contains sample examination questions from past papers, which can be set as homework.

OCR GCSE Poetry Anthology Student Book
Absolute clarity is the aim with a new generation of revision guide for the 2020s. This guide has been expertly compiled and
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edited by successful former teachers of Computer Science, highly experienced examiners and a good dollop of scientific
research into what makes revision most effective. Past examinations questions are essential to good preparation, improving
understanding and confidence. This guide has combined revision with tips and more practice questions than you could
shake a stick at. All the essential ingredients for getting a grade you can be really proud of. Each specification topic has
been referenced and distilled into the key points to make in an examination for top marks. Questions on all topics assessing
knowledge, application and analysis are all specifically and carefully devised throughout this book.

OCR GCSE (9–1) Citizenship Studies
Richly illustrated and delightfully written, Journey to the Ants combines autobiography and scientific lore to convey the
excitement and pleasure the study of ants can offer. Bert Hölldobler and E. O. Wilson interweave their personal adventures
with the social lives of ants, building, from the first minute observations of childhood, a remarkable account of these
abundant insects’ evolutionary achievement.

GCSE Mathematics for OCR Higher Student Book
OCR Business Studies for GCSE, 2nd edition is endorsed by OCR for use with the OCR GCSE Business Studies specification. It
has been completely revised to meet the requirements of the latest OCR specification. - Inspires students and illuminates
theory with numerous real life case studies - Gives your students excellent exam preparation with exam features and tips Engages and motivates students with a student-friendly design, photographs and illustrations

OCR GCSE English Literature Student Book
GCSE English Literature for OCR is the most comprehensive and accessible endorsed support package for the 2010 OCR
GCSE English Literature curriculum. The OCR GCSE Poetry Anthology Student Book provides comprehensive support for all
poets included in the OCR GCSE English Literature specification.
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